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“Hybrid” means composite—formed of heterogeneous elements

or powered by more than one source of energy. Technology hybrids

fuse two or more technologies into a single, new form of technology

that fundamentally changes how tasks are performed. Technology

hybrids are all around: Amazon, Apple, and Google are just three

companies that have found success through a fusion of Internet, data,

and other capabilities to introduce new tools that help us better

manage our work, personal lives, and health.   Now, at long last, they

are making inroads to radiology management.

technological hybrid typically has two critical characteristics: an

effective communications platform and synergies that make

the whole more powerful than the sum of its parts. What’s a

smartphone, after all, but a fusion of camera plus mobile phone

(itself a fusion of mobility and communication platform) plus
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TECHNOLOGY HYBRIDS:   THE DAWN OF A NEW ERA IN RADIOLOGY MANAGEMENT

communication platform plus software? Each element is

a useful tool on its own, but when they come together

they open up a new world of possibilities.  Nowadays we

find ourselves communicating in ways we never imag-

ined.  Facebook users post 300 million “pics” a day that are

mostly taken on smartphones.  Six billion SMS (short

message service) messages are sent every day in the United

States, according to Forrester Research, and over 2.2 tril-

lion are sent a year. Globally, 8.6 trillion text messages

are sent each year, according to Portio Research.  We have

become accustomed to instant, multi-modal communica-

tion. It’s hard to imagine functioning without it. We email,

tweet, text, “poke,” play Words with Friends, Facetime,

manage our calendars, shop online, and even just make

phone calls whenever and wherever we are.

Likewise, Amazon fused a communication platform

with information, a payment mechanism, and delivery

logistics to change the way many of us shop and buy. And

Google has become so pervasive that the company name

is now used as a verb to describe the act of looking up

information on anything, anytime, anywhere. 

Foundational to all these hybrid solutions is a commu-

nication platform. It forms not only the basis for

connecting and conveying information from one environ-

ment to another, but also the means by which the compo-

nent data is managed, parsed, and understood. Without

the communication/connectivity element, the synergies

would mostly evaporate, leaving us with isolated tech-

nology “islands.”

In healthcare, the story is the same: hybrid technologies

comprised of communications platform plus one or more

technologies are rewriting how medicine is practiced today,

from how patients access and store their medical infor-

mation (online, in an electronic health record) to how

prescriptions are ordered (electronically, directly from the

ordering physician to the pharmacy), to how key patient

data is gathered (EKG via iPhone, anyone?).

Yet on the administrative side, we are still playing catch

up. For years, radiologists have pushed to have the kind of

low-friction workflow commonly seen in the consumer

world. While they can go to Amazon, look at an image (of

a product), read the dictated note (product description),

select a payor (credit card, PayPal, or debit), see their trans-

action within their account (billing system), and track—

to the day—when the package will be delivered (outcome),

most radiologists are still frustrated by the complexity

and lack of communication between imaging capabilities

and other workflow elements.   

The Cloud is arguably the most advanced communi-

cations platform in existence, and estimates show that

the Cloud is going to go from merely large to truly enor-

mous over the next six years.  By 2020, corporations around

the world will spend $270 billion to help us manage our

lives via that big, puffy Cloud, rather than living in the

boxed-in environment of licensed software.  The saying

goes “you can’t manage what you can’t measure.”  Actu-

ally, you can’t manage if you can’t communicate, and

healthcare is being driven to communicate in every aspect

for better management.  No more silos, no more clinical

data versus administrative claims data; the Cloud has

moved into healthcare strictly for one reason—it is the

only means to effectively communicate, track, and manage

so that we can better manage our patient care and health

systems.

Communication platform plus technologies equals

hybrid.  How does this impact radiology administration?

Our jobs boil down to management of a physician group

and all that encompasses the activities of that group.   Seat

10 of the most seasoned radiology administrators or radi-

ologists in a room and ask them to define what hybrid

billing is all about and you’re likely to see some blank

stares.  Seat 10 seasoned radiology administrators or radi-

ologists in a room and ask them which is a better solution,

outsourced billing or in-house billing, and you’ve just

entered into the great debate of radiology billing that

serves to highlight the shortcomings of both options. Until

now, it’s been a matter of deciding which set of tradeoffs

were more palatable. But now we’re in the era of tech-

nology hybrids, where we can fuse two things together to

create a new and better entity.

In-house billing plus outsourced billing plus the commu-

nication platform plus order data plus PACS data plus RIS

data plus CRM data plus payor data plus Business Intel-

ligence plus Visualization equals hybrid billing.  This is

not your father’s billing system anymore. The fusion of

these different elements creates an environment that

delivers on the radiology practice’s ever-present need for

control and efficient workflow.

Hybrid billing solutions have actually been in use by hospi-

tals, physician groups, and labs since the early 2000s. The

concept is simple.  Billing is about communication between

providers, payors, and the patient.  To streamline that process
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and make it efficient and effective, billing components are

built from the ground up on the Internet infrastructure.  

This is where the hybrid billing model gets interesting

from a management perspective.  Since the systems are

based upon a standard worldwide communication

language and hardware is hosted in the Cloud, payor

communications, systems integration, file transfers, patient

communications, claim submissions, enrollments, hard-

ware, internal HIPAA audits, software updates, regulatory

updates, payor claim format changes, ICD-10 testing, etc.

are managed, updated, and tested by the hybrid billing

vendor, leaving you, the user, to focus on A/R and patients.

If IBM or Dell decides no longer to support your server; or

a new operating system is released, causing the support

to be eliminated from your current operating system (think

Windows); or CMS makes yet another change to a claim

format, which needs testing—none of these are your issue.

Additionally, because more and more systems are moving

to the Cloud, these systems will be sharing data in real-

time to detect fraud and share patient data and provider

data, just as the banking and consumer industries

currently do, to drive down administrative costs.  For

example, the 5010 format incorporated real-time data

share for eligibility verification and claim status updates,

but no interface updates or additional requirements were

needed for hybrid-billing systems since this is handled

via Internet communication protocol. 

What about the security of these systems? A hybrid

billing model hosts billing software through a secure “co-

location” that houses all the necessary hardware and soft-

ware needed for users to access their billing data via the

Internet—somewhat similar to how you access your

personal bank account.  The responsibility lies with the

vendor to maintain and update all the necessary equip-

ment, databases, interfaces, and software. Co-location

sites are unlike any facilities you might have ever seen.

These facilities are more secure than our banks—prob-

ably because they are where our banks host their systems.

They are secure, insured, and well guarded.  Most co-loca-

tions utilize biometrics technologies that scan hands for

fingerprints or retinas to verify that it is indeed the correct

person to gain access to the hardware and software.  Visi-

tors weigh in upon entry and weigh out upon exit, just to

be sure nothing was removed.  Multiple back-up genera-

tors, fire suppressing powder (water doesn’t go well with

hardware), failover remote locations, and an anonymous

façade on the face of the co-location building are pretty

much standard stuff. This is a fundamental shift for in-

house or outsourced billing solutions.  Most billing soft-

ware that houses protected health information (PHI) is

locked behind a door in an office building that has a resi-

dential alarm and that identifies in some shape or form,

on the outside of the building, HEALTHCARE DATA HERE!!! 

As we all know, revenue cycle management is a diffi-

cult task in and of itself simply due to the complications

of rules and regulations within our health system, which

are in constant flux.  However, it is much easier to manage

complication through technology, and our current compli-

cations are due to a lack of advanced technological

resources that address our current and future health

system.  The future of billing is a value-based pricing model

and indications strongly suggest that data elements outside

of claim data will be a requirement for administrators to

identify, understand, and communicate to prove the value

of radiology.  The government realizes that healthcare’s

administrative costs are due to a lack of technology infra-

structure and means to communicate knowledge share

through data effectively.  Meaningful Use, EMR, EHR, ICD-

10, and PQRS are all government mandates addressing

communications to drive down costs, but it’s up to the

private sector to find the means to effectively share that

data. Billing systems are no longer required to be just bill

generators; they are now required to be a conduit to the

communication platform that is based upon business intel-

ligence, which provides data from multiple systems, in

real-time, to allow radiologists to strengthen their role

within healthcare. These hybrid billing systems are a means

of ensuring that radiologists earn a seat at the table rather

than a place on the menu.  So, the next time the great

debate between in-house or outsourced billing starts to

boil up, be sure to add the third, game-changing option of

hybrid billing.
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